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Issue 4
Newsletter: The Bride the Groom, Time to Work.

Dear Intercessors,
Welcome as we begin this year at EagleeyePAGA with Dada Mail sending out mass mailings.  Please
sign up! We are moving forward in the Kingdom. This year has been a very difficult and stretching one
for me which included being laid off due to budget cuts and my father passing. Many in the world are
experiencing great loss right now and are awaking to the reality that there is more beyond this world
they live in. Be ready to encourage and to be encouraged through the Body.
The Lord has been speaking to me about the Bride and Groom. The Lord has begun to speak to me
about a Groom company. The first thought I had was, but Lord, you ARE the Groom. But the Lord
specifically told me that He wants a Body of people to arise who will love HIS Bride the WAY He does.
This focus is going to birth such responsibility, provoking growth in character, dieing to self and
producing much great fruit! Can you imagine this between husband and wife, where we have seen such
a turn of breakups and hurt, but now we shall see instead the fathering of the family. Can you imagine
this between church and church? Can you see us being transformed by God so much that we can see
our normally offensive church “dark (burnt by the sun) but lovely?” Song of Songs. Why can we start to
believe where we couldn’t believe before? Well, miracles. God is pouring out Himself and asking
something which He again will provide for us IF we will just believe and obey Him. Miracles…childlike
faith. Even I have trouble and hurt where it is sometimes hard to believe, but all of this is being exposed
to be healed, redeemed and restored. Miracles where we hadn’t seen before is just what we will see!
Are you ready? I am.  Will you pray and believe and stand with me?
The Lord gave me a dream as the strategy for the coming year. In the dream the Lord spoke to me as I
was standing in a house. He showed me the next plan of the enemy and I could see into enemy territory
what the hordes of hell were preparing to do. The next battle strike was something the church has
never seen before…and the target…the family. Many in the church were beginning to see the onslaught
which was coming and were going out to attack the enemy, but the Lord stopped me and said, “no, pack
up everything in your house which could be used as a weapon against you and put it in your suitcases,
and take it with you.” My son was with me and the Lord gave me a double set of suit cases equaling 4.
He handed me two plane tickets and said “retreat.” I saw that there was a huge massacre for those who
were staying in the their homes and not doing this. It was pride to stay and attack or to assume that
they would win by attacking the enemy. I took all the knives in the kitchen and sharp glass objects
packed them in the suitcases, took my son and left.
Two Meanings: We cannot within our homes make it speaking alone against the problems in this next
battle. The Holy Spirit showed me that the knives were words supposedly for preparation of the family
meal but the enemy was coming right into our homes with permissive full access and would use those
things against us. The attack will be in our communication. We are going to have to pack that stuff and
go up higher (airplane trip) and retreat in prayer for one another. The second thing is cleaning
house…our temples which are ourselves. We need to go through our houses and clean up anything the

enemy might have access or common ground in our lives which may be sharp or hurtful. I personally
feel God has had me in crash course called “relationship communication cleanup” and it has been very
painful. The Lord told me when visiting Rochester if I chose to continue in the excruciating walk of Love
and humility (even with those who are hardest to love) that the rewards would be huge and that I would
lead a radical army of those choosing to walk this same path. I believe that this is just the beginning. If
we can rise in God’s strategy no matter what the cost seems then we will win this battle of Love in the
End.  This is what it is going to take within the Church, but we must master it in our families first.
The Lord gave me a very quick dream in November which is also significant for the Body. I accidentally
fell asleep and saw a cream colored wall in the dream. The words written on the wall were “TIME TO
WORK.” I felt it had to do with the church body working hard relationships out with one another. This
was confirmed with a friend on facebook last night who also mentioned the same words under the same
context. Melodie said, “Work at getting along with each other and with God. Otherwise you'll never get
so much as a glimpse of God. (Hebrews 12:14 MSG) So, it is time to work. The Lord has been having
me read marriage, counseling, and family boundary books for myself but also with the revelation that
what I was learning was what the church was going to have to apply to their own relationships within
the Body of Christ between family members, denominations, and communities. Personally I have had
running shoes from anything which looks like it may hurt me so the Lord has actually contained me at
times in situations to help expose the deep needs and fears I have. I believe the Body of Christ is going
to go through this as well through difficult circumstances. Get ready to humble yourself before the Lord
consistently, minute by minute if necessary for the battle ahead. The Lower road is better even when
right as it will free your brother or sister from the enemy.
EagleeyePAGA News: Dot Project for 24/7 prayer is established within the system now. All counties of
the US are within. We are working out the bugs in the system so as to be able to answer questions but
are ready for sign up for your area. We are trying to keep the directions for use to a one page paper for
lead intercessors with a password making it simple and easy to begin with.
The other new thing we are launching is conference calls. I am looking for people to begin different
conference times so that we can have a 24/7 prayer conference eventually across the United states
using 5 separate conference calls established over the 10-10-10-11-11 football conference pattern the
Lord showed me during Thanksgiving football with Dad. The basic battle plan is listed in one of the
earlier archived letters called States 101. Conference call locations and schedules will be located on the
24/7 USA Map page.
Please sign up for the newsletter so that we can have you in our system for updates and prayer. Please
frequent the Shepherd’s Storehouse page to see if you or a business could supply services by sending us
your contact information for preparedness.
I look forward to working with each of you in the Kingdom! 
Sincerely,
Anne Munter
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